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Nanoparticles
Atomic-Scale Characterization of Aluminum-Based
Multishell Nanoparticles Created by Solid-State
Synthesis**

Christian Monachon, David C. Dunand, and David N. Seidman*
Many metallic alloys contain nanoparticles created by solid-

state precipitation and, to date, these nanoparticles show simple

chemical structures (either homogenous or core–shell).

Creating more-complex nanoparticles in metallic alloys (e.g.,

particles with a core surrounded by multiple concentric shells)

would be interesting for two reasons. First, this would represent

a proof of concept of a generic, solid-state approach based on a

simple heat treatment, applicable to a large variety of metallic

and nonmetallic systems with particular characteristics (i.e.,

a matrix with solubility for solute elements varying with

temperature whose diffusion kinetics are mismatched).[1,2]

Second, in the field of structural metallic alloys, such complex,

tailored nanoparticles can better fulfill the often contradictory

requirements for particle stiffness, lattice-parameter mismatch,

and shearability, which control the elastic interactions of

nanoparticles with dislocations (and hence the alloy’s strength)

and their coarsening resistance via intrinsic diffusivities and

interfacial free energies (and hence the alloy’s aging resis-

tance).[3–6] While core/multishell nanoparticles have been

synthesized in liquid suspensions,[7–11] they have never been

created within a solid matrix to the best of our knowledge.
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Core/single-shell particles form in aluminum alloys upon heat

treatment; for example, Al3(Sc, rare earth (RE)) nanoparticles

with RE-rich cores and Sc-rich shells[2,12] and Al3(Li, Sc)

particles with Al3(Sc, Li) cores and Al3Li shells.[3,13] In this

Communication, we present a general methodology for

synthesizing nanoparticles with a core and two concentric

shells, which we demonstrate for a quaternary Al�Li�Sc�RE

alloy by combining the methods used to create single-shell

nanoparticles in ternary Al�Sc�RE,[2,12] and Al�Li�Sc

alloys.[3,13] Here, core/double-shell nanoparticles were

obtained by applying the following heat treatment to an Al–

6.3Li–0.069Sc–0.018Yb alloy: a) homogenization at 6408C
followed by quenching in an iced brine, b) aging at 3258C for 8 h,

followed by quenching down to 1708C, and c) aging for one

week at this temperature and quenching in ice brine.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations after the

6408C homogenization step detected primary particles (�1–5

mm in size) at grain boundaries containing Sc, Yb, and Li. As

a result, the a-Al matrix had a somewhat depleted composition

of Al–5.5Li–0.055Sc–0.008Yb as measured by atom-probe

tomography (APT) performed immediately after homogeniza-

tion. The first 3258C aging step avoids the formation of the stable

AlLi d-phase (with the B32 structure[14]), while providing a large

thermodynamic driving force for homogenously distributed

precipitates of core/shell Al3X (L12) nanoparticles, where X can

be Li, Sc, and/or Yb, as all three binary L12 trialuminides

exist.[4,15,16] The second 1708C aging step was performed close

to the metastable d’-Al3Li solvus curve[17] to minimize the

thermodynamic driving force for homogeneous nucleation and

thereby enhance heterogeneous nucleation of d’-Al3Li as a

second shell on the pre-existing core/shell Al3X particles.

The alloy’s microhardness was 725� 10 MPa after the first

3258C aging step and 960� 20 MPa after the second 1708C step,

confirming that the nanoparticles precipitated after each

treatment are effective strengtheners of pure aluminum with

a microhardness of �200 MPa. The nanoparticles obtained at

3258C cannot be observed by dark-field transmission electron

microscopy (DF-TEM) as their structure factor is zero due

to their particular composition.[15,18,19] The nanoparticles

obtained subsequently at 1708C had a spheroidal morphology

(Figure 1) and a mean diameter of 12.2� 0.3 nm.

The two-step aging procedure resulted in two distinct

populations of nanoparticles, as detected by APT for the >130

million atoms collected. A total of 208 nanoparticles with
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Figure 1. DF-TEM image of d’-Al3Li nanoparticles precipitated within the

a-Al matrix (using a 100 superlattice reflection on a <110> zone axis)

illustrating their spheroidal morphology and their average diameter of

12.2 nm. The inset figure shows smaller, dark Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) nanoparticles

created previously at 3258C (arrows) that either overlap with or constitute

the core of the larger and brighter d’-Al3Li nanoparticles. Discrimination

between these two scenarios is impossible due to a structure factor that is

zero for the Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) nanoparticles formed at 3258C, which results

from the simultaneous presence of Li, Sc, and Yb on the same L12

sublattice site.

Figure 2. Example of a core/double-shell nanoparticle analyzed by

atom-probe tomography and reconstructed using IVAS (Imago Scientific

Instruments). The concentration profiles are parallel to the long axis of the

tip and exhibit a Yb-rich Al3(Li,Yb,Sc) core, a Sc-rich Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) first

shell,andad’-Al3LisecondshellnearlyfreeofScandYb.Asingleproximity

histogram[29] averaging the 12 nanoparticles cannot be calculated as

their cores and shells exhibit nonuniform thicknesses.
Sc-rich shells and Yb-rich cores were detected, with 1:1 Li/Sc

and 1:0.29 Sc/Yb ratios (averaged over the whole particle

volume) and an average diameter of 2.2� 0.8 nm. Additionally,

twelve core/double-shell nanoparticles were detected, consist-

ing of core/shell nanoparticles with average 1:0.58 Li/Sc and

1:0.30 Sc/Yb ratios embedded within a second outer shell with

an average 1:0.25 Al/Li ratio (but probably with the d’-Al3Li

composition, as inferred from the strong contrast in the DF-

TEM micrographs).

Figure 2 shows an example of such a core/double-shell

nanoparticle as determined by APT. The spindle-shaped

morphology of the outer shell is an ‘‘inverse magnification’’

artifact, which is sometimes observed in APT studies of two-

phase alloys:[20,21] the evaporation field of the d’-Al3Li phase is

smaller than that of the a-Al matrix resulting in an artificial

reduction of the diameter of the d’-Al3Li nanoparticles in the

directions perpendicular to the long axis of the microtip. The

true spheroidal shape of the nanoparticles is, however, visible in

the DF-TEM images (Figure 1). Furthermore, this effect

underestimates the Li concentration in the core and the shells,

preventing precise quantification of the Li concentration.

The concentration profiles obtained from a 2-nm-radius

analysis cylinder parallel to the tip axis placed through each

nanoparticle in the dataset recorded by APT (as illustrated in

the top of Figure 2) are reproducible to within�20% among the

twelve core/double-shell nanoparticles detected. A represen-

tative example is given in Figure 2, where the central core region

has a diameter of �3.3 nm and an average composition of

Al0.833(Li0.070Yb0.052Sc0.045). In this core, the Li concentration

(yellow in Figure 2, and probably underestimated, as discussed

above) is nearly constant at 6.4 at% and the Yb concentration
small 2010, 6, No. 16, 1728–1731 � 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gmb
(red) exhibits an approximately Gaussian-shaped symmetrical

profile with a maximum value of 6.8 at%. The Sc concentration

profile is symmetrical with respect to a local minimum value of

3.6 at% at the core’s center, where the Yb concentration is

highest, suggesting that both Yb and Sc are located on the same

Li sublattice of the L12 structure. Surrounding the core of this

nanoparticle, the first shell has an average thickness of 1.8 nm

and a mean composition of Al0.832(Li0.090Sc0.063Yb0.015) and

thus contains more Sc and less Yb than the core. The Sc

concentration profiles have maxima immediately adjacent to

the interface between the first and second shells. Finally, the

second shell, engulfing both the core and the first shell, has an

average thickness of 10 nm and consists almost exclusively of

Al and Li atoms, which both have nonuniform concentration

profiles. The mean composition of the second shell is

Al0.88(Li0.119 Sc0.001Yb0.001) but is probably close to the

Al3Li composition, as discussed previously. Surrounding this

complex nanoparticle is the a-Al matrix with a mean

composition of Al–3.5Li–0.002Sc–0.004Yb. Thus, the analysis

of the concentration profiles (Figure 2) yields a clear and

detailed chemical picture of a core/double-shell nanoparticle,

which was produced by a scientifically-designed two-step

aging protocol.

Figure 3 shows an unusual nanoparticle displaying two cores

with concentration profiles similar to the single-core particles

(Figure 2). This double-core nanoparticle, which resembles a

‘‘double-yolk egg,’’ is the only one within the twelve core/

double-shell particles[21] observed and thus probably repre-

sents a minor, though measurable, subpopulation. It was most

likely formed when the outer d’ shells on two closely adjacent

nanoparticles coalesced. The center-to-center distance

between the two cores is 7.2 nm and the diameters of the
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 1729
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Figure 3. APT reconstruction of a ‘‘double-yolk egg’’ nanoparticle

containing two Yb-rich Al3(Li,Yb,Sc) cores, which are surrounded by their

respective Sc-rich Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) first shells and a common d’-Al3Li second

outer shell. The concentration profiles have the same colors as in Figure 2

and are perpendicular to the long axis of the tip.

1730
left-hand (LH) and right-hand (RH) cores are 2.1 and 2.3 nm,

respectively. The Yb concentration profile displays maxima in

each of the cores and the Li and Sc concentration profiles are

complex. The average compositions, based on the concentra-

tion profiles, of the LH core [Al0.77(Li0.11Sc0.09Yb0.03)] and RH

core [Al0.77(Li0.09 Sc0.07Yb0.07)] are approximately the same

within the expected experimental error given the small

numbers of Sc and Yb atoms in the cores (typically 10–20

each). The first shells surrounding the two cores in Figure 3 have

average thicknesses of 1.4 nm (LH) and 1.7 nm (RH),

respectively, and mean compositions of Al0.86(Li0.07

Sc0.05Yb0.02) and Al0.86(Li0.06Sc0.05Yb0.03), respectively. The

single second shell consists mainly of Al and Li atoms with

nonuniform concentration profiles.

We believe this to be the first report of core/double-shell

nanoparticles in an Al-based alloy or, indeed, in any metallic

matrix. This complex nanostructure is made possible by the

choice of alloying elements with disparate solubilities and

concentration-dependent intrinsic diffusivities, Di, in Al. The

first heat treatment at 3258C produces nanoparticles with a core

richer in the faster-diffusing Yb and a shell richer in the slower-

diffusing Sc, while the highly soluble Li remains mostly in

solution but is coprecipitated in small amounts in the core and

first shell. The second heat treatment at 1708C, where the Li

solubility is exceeded, results in heterogeneous nucleation

and precipitation of Al3Li as a second shell on the initial core/

shell nanoparticles at rates that are experimentally attainable

despite the much lower temperature given the high
www.small-journal.com � 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag Gm
concentration-dependent intrinsic diffusivity of Li in alumi-

num. This strategy is general and, in principle, could be used on

other Al-based alloys (e.g., Al�Li�Sc–Ti, where

DLi>DSc>DTi or Al�Er�Sc�Zr, where DEr>DSc>DZr),

or other alloys (e.g., Ni�Al�Cr�W, where DAl>DCr>DW),

with temperatures selected to create the necessary sequential

core and shells in the nanoparticles: the required condition on

theDivalues is necessary but not sufficient. Here, Li, Sc, and Yb

are chosen also because they create trialuminide phases with

the same L12 crystal structure with partial or complete mutual

solubilities.[2,22,23] However, even when this condition is

fulfilled, the aging temperatures must be carefully chosen to

create multiple shells: for instance, in Al–0.13Sc–0.13Hf–

0.02Zr, where the condition DSc>DZr>DHf is fulfilled and

where all three trialuminides exist, nanoparticles with Al3Sc

cores surrounded by a single Al3(Sc, Zr, Hf) shell were

observed.[24] Similarly, in an Al–6.3Li–0.36Sc–0.13Zr alloy

(where DLi>DSc>DZr and the three trialuminides exist), a

two-step aging treatment nucleated d’-Al3Li shells at 1908C on

Al3(Sc, Zr) cores initially created at 4508C,[15] whose Zr

segregation at the outside of the core is, however, too weak to

qualify as an independent shell.

To conclude, an Al�Li-solid solution containing small

additions of Sc and Yb was subjected to a two-step heat-

treatment protocol resulting in nucleation and growth of

spheroidal Al3(Li, Sc, Yb) nanoparticles with complex radial

concentration profiles corresponding to a core surrounded by

two concentric shells. APT revealed that the nanoparticles

consist of a central Yb-rich core, a first Sc–rich inner shell

(created simultaneously at 3258C), and a second Li-rich outer

shell (produced subsequently at 1708C). Also, a double-yolk-

egg nanoparticle was detected, consisting of a single outer shell

containing two cores with their respective inner shells and is

relevant both as an example of the limitation of the control of

nanoscopic features that the present technique provides (if

uniform particles are desired) and as a new type of multicore/

multishell nanoparticle. The obtained nanoparticles strengthen

the Al�Li matrix and their radially layered core/double-shell

structure (with single or double cores) permits considerable

freedom for: i) tailoring their interactions with matrix

dislocations, which determines an alloy’s strength, and

ii) decreasing their coarsening kinetics, which improves an

alloy’s resistance to overaging at elevated temperatures.

Finally, still in the field of physical metallurgy, other systems

have been presented that have the potential to yield particles

with even increased complexity that are still based on the

approach and synthesis route devised in this paper.
Experimental Section

Aging: The Al–6.3Li–0.069Sc–0.018Yb alloy (hereafter all

concentrations are given in at%), whose composition was

measured by direct-coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (Wah-

Chang ATI), was cast from pure elements. The following aging

protocol was utilized: a) homogenization at 6408C for 72 h in

molten LiCl terminated by quenching into iced brine, b) aging at

3258C for 8 h in a molten-salt bath (NaNO2:NaNO3:KNO3), followed

by quenching in a 1708C oil bath, and c) aging at this temperature

for one week and then water quenching.
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2010, 6, No. 16, 1728–1731



Microhardness: Vickers microhardness tests were made using

a Struers Duramin-1 using 20 gf load for 10 s.

DF-TEM: DF-TEM observations were performed using a Hitachi

H8100 TEM utilizing superlattice reflections. First, 3-mm-diameter

specimens were punched from a 250-mm-thick foil and were

then mechanically polished to a thickness of 80–100 mm. The

specimens were made electron transparent using a Struers

Tenupol 5 electropolisher with an electrolyte consisting of 33%

nitric acid and 66% methanol maintained at –308C and 12–14 V

with direct current (DC).

APT observations: Needle-shaped specimens[25–27] were cre-

ated by a two-step electropolishing procedure utilizing a solution

of 10% perchloric acid in acetic acid, followed by a 2% perchloric

acid in butoxyethanol solution at voltages between 7 and

14 VDC.[28] The resulting microtips were analyzed utilizing a

three-dimensional (3D) local-electrode atom probe (LEAP) 3000X

Si tomography system (Imago Scientific Instruments) at a tip

temperature of 25�0.5 K, a voltage pulse repetition rate of

250 kHz, and a 16% pulse fraction (pulse voltage/stationary-state

DC voltage). The pressure in the ultrahigh-vacuum 3D LEAP

tomography system during analyses was 5�10�11 Torr. Data

analyses were performed using IVAS (versions 3.05 and 3.06,

Imago Scientific Instruments).

Keywords:
atom-probe tomography . core–shell precipitates . trans-
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